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Abstract 
We present an optical model that was developed for the purpose of simulation and optimization of luminescent down-shifting 
layers based on phosphor particles. The model combines three-dimensional ray tracing with a novel effective scattering approach 
based on the Mie scattering theory. Verification of the model with experimental results shows that the model accurately takes 
various layer parameters into account, such as the layer thickness, the phosphor volume concentration, and the phosphor particle 
size distribution. Finally, using the verified model, we investigate the concept of luminescent down-shifting in organic solar cells 
and discuss the optimal layer parameters. Preliminary simulation results show that in the case of the studied solar cell, an 
improvement in the short-circuit current density of more than 6 % can be obtained.  
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Main text  
Losses attributed to the high-energy photons in the UV and near-UV spectral region present an important source 
of energy losses that limit the power conversion efficiency of conventional single-junction solar cells. These losses 
can sum up to almost half of the total energy available in the AM1.5 solar spectrum [1,2]. Among the different 
techniques proposed to improve solar spectrum harvesting in the UV region, luminescent down-shifting (LDS) has 
been recognized as one of the promising approaches [3,4]. It is based on the application of photoluminescent (PL) 
materials (such as organic dyes, semiconductor quantum dots, or phosphor particles) that absorb the high-energy 
photons and re-emit them at longer wavelengths, typically in the visible spectrum region where the spectral response 
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of the conventional solar cells is highest. Using this approach, short-circuit current boosts of a few percent have been 
recently reported for different photovoltaic technologies [5,6]. 
In this work, we focus on the concept of luminescent down-shifting achieved by LDS layers comprised of 
phosphor particles embedded in a polymer binder material [7]. Such layers could be applied to the front side of solar 
cells or PV modules to improve the short-wavelength photon harvesting. However, the ability of phosphor-based 
LDS layers to improve the conversion efficiency of solar cells depends on a large number of different parameters: 
the refractive indices and extinction coefficients of the materials, the total layer thickness, the phosphor particle 
volume concentration, and the phosphor particle average size and size distribution. Optimization of such layers 
therefore presents a complex and time consuming task that can be made significantly more efficient by the use of 
numerical simulations. 
For this purpose, we developed an optical model that enables optical simulation of phosphor-filled polymer 
layers. The model is based on three-dimensional ray tracing algorithm. Incorporated in the model, we introduced a 
novel approach in which we treat the entire LDS layer as an effective medium and apply an effective approach to 
scattering and photoluminescence modelling [8]. This approach helps to significantly decrease the complexity of the 
simulation domain and consequently reduce the total calculation time. The model is integrated into the existing 
optical simulator CROWM [9–11], which enables complete optical simulation of not only standalone LDS layers but 
also entire solar cells. After verification of the model based on optical characterization results of realistic LDS 
layers, we finally employ the model to study the potential of luminescent down-shifting in organic solar cells.  
 
2. Experimental 
Realistic LDS layers were fabricated for model verification purposes. The phosphor powder GAL 545L 
(Intematix Corp., USA) was added to liquid polymer binder QSil (ACC Silicones Ltd., UK) under continuous 
stirring. The solution was doctor-bladed on top of 1 mm thick glass substrate and dried at 100 °C for one hour 
(further details in [12]). A large number of LDS layers were fabricated in which we aimed to systematically vary the 
thickness of the layer d (150 – 600 μm) and the phosphor particle volume concentration PVC (6, 13, and 18 %). In 
addition, we also wet sieved the GAL phosphor particles to obtain a different particle size distribution (PSD). The 
average particle diameter and the diameter standard deviation in the initial PSD were dp = 15.00 and σp = 7.39 μm, 
respectively ("Normal PSD"). After sieving, we obtained a PSD with dp = 18.00 and σp = 6.50 μm ("Large PSD"). 
Optical characterization of the fabricated layers was performed using the PerkinElmer Lambda 950 UV-VIS 
spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere. The total reflectance R and the total transmittance T were 
measured in the wavelength range of 300 – 800 nm. 
The photoluminescence properties of GAL phosphor particles as well as the refractive indices of the materials 
were obtained experimentally as described in [12]. 
 
3. Optical model 
The framework of the developed optical model is three-dimensional ray tracing (geometric optics) in which 
individual photons (rays) are traced through the LDS layer and their interaction with phosphor particles is taken into 
account. In contrast to conventional ray tracing models, however, we do not assume the phosphor particles to be 
located at fixed positions inside the layer. Instead, we treat the entire layer as a homogeneous layer and only model 
the effective amount of scattering / photoluminescence that is taking place inside the layer. Schematic representation 
of this effective scattering approach is presented in Fig. 1 [8]. As the rays propagate through the layer, they are 
assumed to scatter and emit PL light (if in the excitation range) periodically with the scattering period Lsca. During 
each scattering/PL event, the initial ray is extinguished and a new scattered ray and new PL rays are generated. The 
optical power of these rays is determined from the initial ray power, the amount of absorption by the particle and the 
photoluminescence properties. The direction of the rays is chosen randomly with the probability density function 
that corresponds to the angular distribution function AID of the scattered/PL light. The amount of absorption by the 
particles and the AID of the scattered light are determined by the Mie scattering theory (spherical particles assumed). 
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of volumetric scattering and photoluminescence taking place inside the LDS layer. Following the effective 
scattering approach, each traced ray scatters / emits PL light periodically as it propagates through the layer (ray tracing of a single excitation and 
a single emission ray is shown in a greater detail). 
 
4. Results and discussion 
To verify the developed optical model, we simulated the total transmittance of all the LDS layers from the batch 
of experimental samples. For this purpose, we first integrated the developed model into the optical simulator 
CROWM (Combined Ray Optics / Wave Optics Model) which enables complete optical simulation of arbitrary 
stacks composed of thin and thick layers [9]. In our case the simulated stack was: air / LDS layer / glass substrate / 
air. Simulation results as well as measurement results are shown in Fig. 2 (a) for a number of different layers. The 
results are only shown in the wavelength range above 530 nm, since in the short-wavelength (phosphor excitation) 
range the spectrophotometer cannot realistically determine the transmittance at the given incident wavelength due to 
the PL emission light that also contributes to the measured signal. From the results in Fig. 2 (a) we can observe good 
agreement between measurements and simulations which proves the validity of the optical model for various LDS 
layers with different thicknesses, PVC values, and phosphor particle size distributions.  
In addition, the results presented in Fig. 2 (a) demonstrate how various parameters of LDS layers affect the 
optical transmittance. It can be observed that the transmittance is decreased by either: (i) increasing the layer 
thickness, (ii) increasing the phosphor particle volume concentration, or (iii) reducing the size of the phosphor 
particles. All of these effects are primarily related to the overall number of scattering events (i.e. interactions with 
the phosphor particles) that the light experiences as it propagates through the LDS layer. As the number of scattering 
events increases, the amount of back-scattered light also increases, which in turn decreases the total transmittance. 
Furthermore, according to the Mie theory, smaller particles result in somewhat more pronounced light scattering 
compared to larger particles (higher values of scattering cross-section), which additionally reduces the 
transmittance. Therefore, in terms of good optical transmittance through the LDS layers, thin layers with a small 
concentration of large phosphor particles are preferred.  
Finally, we employed the optical model integrated in CROWM to investigate the potential of luminescent down-
shifting in photovoltaics. More specifically, we selected the following organic solar cell as the device under test 
(top-down): glass (1 mm) / ITO (200 nm) / PEDOT:PSS (40 nm) / P3HT:PCBM (100 nm) / Al (100 nm); further 
details are given in [10]. First, the absorptance in the active P3HT:PCBM layer of the solar cell was simulated for 
the case of original solar cell without the LDS layer in the wavelength range of 300 – 700 nm. The absorptance 
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curve is presented in Fig. 2 (b) (dashed line). In this case, the ideal short-circuit current density Jsc, calculated by 
applying the AM1.5 solar spectrum and neglecting any recombination or charge carrier extraction losses, is 9.99 
mA/cm2.  
Then, different LDS layers based on large phosphor particles were applied on top of the solar cell. However, we 
decided not to use the layers presented in Fig. 2 (a), as they already show poor optical transmittance in the visible 
range which would significantly limit the cell performance. Instead, following the guidelines from the previous 
section while still aiming to achieve efficient down-shifting in the UV range (photon absorption and re-emission), 
we limited the layer thickness to 150 μm and the PVC to 15 % in the simulations. After performing a preliminary 
optimization sweep under these constraints, the optimal LDS layer thickness of 100 μm and PVC of 10 % were 
determined. Using this optimal LDS layer, the simulated Jsc of 10.62 mA/cm2 was obtained, which presents a boost 
of 6.3 % compared to the cell without the LDS layer. The absorptance curve for this optimal case is also plotted in 
Fig. 2 (b) (full line), and the regions of phosphor absorption and emission can be clearly seen. 
 
     
Fig. 2. (a) Verification results – measured (symbols) and simulated (full lines) total transmittance of different LDS layers. (b) Simulated 
absoprtance in the active P3HT:PCBM layer of the organic solar cell without (dashed line) and with (full line) the LDS layer applied to the front 
side of the cell. 
 
5. Conclusions 
We developed an optical model that enables optical simulation of luminescent down-shifting layers based on 
phosphor particles. The model features a novel effective scattering approach to volumetric scattering and 
photoluminescence modelling. The model was successfully verified with experimental data of fabricated LDS layers 
with different layer parameters such as the layer thickness, phosphor particle volume concentration, and particle size 
distribution. 
The developed optical model integrated into the optical simulator CROWM was employed to simulate organic 
solar cells with and without the LDS layer applied to the front side. Preliminary results show that in the optimal case 
a short-circuit current boost of more than 6 % can be obtained by employing the LDS layer. This promising result 
proves the feasibility of the luminescent-down shifting concept for enhanced solar spectrum harvesting in solar cells 
and paves road for future research focused on further optimization of LDS layers. 
 
(a) (b) 
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